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Abstract
Many countries in the sub-Saharan Africa continue to experience intense urbanisation which affects urban agriculture in many ways. In Ghana, this has resulted in an extreme land scarcity for urban farmers; making them relocate to government institutions lands. As a result of this situation, the roles of these government institutions though not mandated to support urban agriculture have been made to do so. In this study, the seemingly evolving and existing roles of institutions supporting Ghana’s urban agriculture within the context of intense urbanisation is assessed. Three main sources of data were used. They were key informant interviews from ‘mandated’ and ‘unmandated’ institutions, in-depth interviews from urban farmers and the several policy documents on agriculture. Three main themes emerged from the analysis of data. They were the evolving and existing roles of institutions in supporting urban farmers, policies of institutions providing lands to farmers and the challenges farmers encounter in receiving such support. The study recommends the drafting of a comprehensive urban agriculture policy, the establishment of an “Urban Agriculture Development Board” which will help develop and sustain Ghana’s Urban Agriculture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Urban Agriculture (UA) occurs within the urban space which goes through changes. As this urban space changes, it affects UA (Arku et al., 2012; Satterthwaite et al., 2010; Zezza & Tasciotti, 2010; Satterthwaite, 2007; Smit et al., 2001). This implies institutions whose actions which affect urban agriculture to a large extent have to adapt to the changes urbanisation brings to UA (Martellozzo et al., 2014; Arku et al., 2012). As urbanisation intensifies, it sometimes results in the scarcity of essential UA resources; key examples are land and water (Zhang & Xu, 2017; Early et al., 2015; UN-Habitat, 2014). This is because as cities become more urbanised, many economic and social activities compete with UA for these resources. Interestingly, Ghana’s urbanisation is intensifying especially in the area of population growth and this has largely affected its urban land use and availability which directly affect UA (Allen et al., 2014; UN-Habitat, 2012; Ghana Statistical Service, 2012; 2005; Boateng and Mensah, 2021).
Studies have suggested that as urbanisation intensifies, cities’ administrative, political, economic and cultural settings depict more globalisation, westernisation and neoliberalism tendencies, especially in their socioeconomic activities (Apostolopoulou & Adams, 2017; Early et al., 2015; van Ginkel, 2008). This normally calls for dynamism in the role of institutions affecting its economic activities. An example is UA (Wadumestrige Dona, 2021). In some cities in the world, institutions and policies have proven to be a reliable channel through which UA develops and is able to achieve its goals of providing essential food sources, employment and support climate change resilience to cities. Examples of such cities are Rosario in Argentina, Gampaha in Sri Lanka Shanghai and Beijing in China, St. Petersburg in Russia and London in the United Kingdom (Moldakov, 2014; Amerasinghe et al., 2011; Dubbeling & De Zeeuw, 2011; Guénette, 2006; Yi-Zhong & Zhang, 2000; Garnett, 2000). For many cities in the world, the institutional roles and policies that support urban agriculture have not proven to be reliable even though some evidence of support for UA exists. Some studies have tried to ascertain these efforts in several countries (World Bank, 2013; Deelstra & Girardet, 2000), examples are Mzuzu in Malawi (Arku et al., 2012), Nairobi in Kenya (Foeken & Mwangi, 2000), Cairo in Egypt (Gertel & Samir, 2000) and Accra, Kumasi and Tamale in Ghana (Drechsel et al., 2014a; Arku et al., 2012; Nchanji, 2017). Notwithstanding the studies that have been conducted with respect to institutions and policies supporting UA, gaps still remain. In Ghana for instance, the literature on UA is enormous but few studies have given the needed attention to UA policies and institutional roles in general. These studies have touched on public officials’ attitudes towards UA (Obosu-Mensah, 2002), historical antecedents and policy implications of UA (Asomani-Boateng, 2002) as well as policy makers attitude towards UA in the midst of increasing food security concerns (Arku et al., 2012). The others are on how urban agricultural activities within Accra is regulated by government institutions and regulatory bodies (Drechsel et al., 2014a) and how low-income farm-based organisations are helping to promote UA (Egyir & Ackah-Nyamike, 2006).

Even though some studies have focused on policy and institutional frameworks within the context of Ghana and Africa, this study brings a new dimension to the subject. The uniqueness of this study is in three different forms; first, the objective, which is exploring the emerging and existing roles of institutions supporting UA; second, the methodology, which is the use of multiple sources of the data; and third, the context within which the study was conducted; which is within the space of changing institutional roles in the midst of unprecedented urbanisation. With respect to the multiple sources of data for the study, policy documents that influence UA and in-depth interviews of urban farmers and officials of institutions that support urban agriculture were used. These formal institutions include governmental, inter-governmental and non-governmental organisations.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Research Design

A collective case study was the design for the study. With this design, data was collected from multiple sources (Stake, 1995; Creswell, 2013). They were one, policy documents on UA and agriculture in general in Ghana; two, policies and practices of institutions who are mandated or unmandated to support UA and; three, the farmers themselves who are engaged in UA. Within the context of data collection and analysis, the study employed a qualitative methodology and specifically pursued an exploratory approach (Yin, 2009; Creswell, 2013).

2.2. Study Area

This study was conducted within the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA), an area which comprises of Ghana’s capital city, Accra, Tema and its highly urbanized areas. With over thirteen municipal and metropolitan assemblies, GAMA has a land size of about 1100 kilometres square. Within GAMA, the two most urbanised cities in terms of concentration of administrative offices and industries are Accra and Tema, even though Accra is the largest. These two cities put together have almost reached the status of a megalopolis (Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development (MLGRD), 2017; World Bank, 2015; Stoler et al., 2012; Ghana Statistical Service, 2005). GAMA is sometimes referred to the Accra Metropolitan Assembly (AMA) or Accra even though Accra is specifically Ghana’s capital city (Agyemang, 2017; Afutu-Kotey et al., 2017; UN-Habitat, 2009). GAMA is characterised by a high population density and a cosmopolitan setting with an unmatched economic relevance in Ghana. Besides, it has highly been impacted by the policies of Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP); one of Ghana’s major economic transformation agenda implemented in the 1980s and beyond (World Population Review, 2018; Agyemang, 2017 in World Bank, 2015). The SAP effect on GAMA continue to impact greatly on its UA activities. Besides, the ever changing lifestyle of its residents into a more westernized one coupled with an ever increasing concern for healthy lifestyle has increased the demand for vegetables (Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 2012). As farmers are beckoned with intense urbanisation, there is an opportunity to grow more vegetables. Interestingly, their response to meeting the growing demand is affected by the institutions whose activities and policies directly or indirectly affect UA (Obuobie et al., 2003; Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 2012; Danso et al., 2014).
2.3. Data Collection

Two sources of data; primary and secondary, were used in this study. The primary was taken from urban farmers and institutions whose roles, policies and activities affect UA while the secondary was taken from policy documents that are related to UA in Ghana in general. With respect to data collected from urban farmers, 10 farm sites in GAMA were visited in all. The selection of the sites was based on the type of land ownership of these farm sites. As indicated in Table 1, the study classifies the types of land ownership into three; which are government institution lands (GIL), open lands owned by the Government of Ghana or a specific government institution (OGL) and native, family andor private lands (NFPL). Figure 1 is the map of the types of land ownership together with the various municipal assemblies under which these farm sites are located. Those with GIL ownership were for Ghana Atomic Energy Commission (GAEC), Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC) and Korle Bu Teaching Hospital (KBTH) lands. Those with OGL ownership were for Ghana Grid Company (GRIDCo) and the Government of Ghana which is yet to be assigned to a specific government institution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Farm Site or Cluster</th>
<th>Type of Land Ownership</th>
<th>Organisation in Charge</th>
<th>Number of Farmers Chosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Atomic</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>GAEC</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Airport West</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>CSIR</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kanda</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>GBC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tema/Kpone</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>GRIDCo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Korle-Bu</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>KBTH</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Legon-Otponglo</td>
<td>OGL</td>
<td>GRIDCo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dzorwulu Junction</td>
<td>OGL</td>
<td>GRIDCo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dzorwulu Ebony</td>
<td>OGL</td>
<td>GRIDCo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Tema Motorway</td>
<td>OGL/NFPL/PT</td>
<td>GRIDCo, GoG &amp; Private Firms</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>La-Tseado</td>
<td>NFPL &amp; GIL</td>
<td>Natives/Family &amp; Ghana Military</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Data

In selecting the farmers from the various sites, a heterogenous sampling method was used (Patton, 2002). The heterogeneity in the selection of the farmers was based on the differences in farmers ages, years of experience in farming, types of land ownership and the peculiar institutions and organisations these farmers farmed on their lands. Besides, the study was interested in the common experiences of these farmers with respect to how the actions of these institutions affected them. In all, 29 farmers were selected in the 10 farm sites. See Table 2.
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FIGURE 1 - MAP OF VEGETABLE FARM SITES WITHIN GAMA
Source: Department of Geography and Resources Development, University of Ghana, Legon

TABLE 2 - INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of Institution</th>
<th>No of Interviews</th>
<th>Primarily Mandated</th>
<th>Roles affecting UA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Land Use and Spatial Planning Authority (LUSPA), Accra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Land demarcation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Planning and Development Department, La Dade-Kotopon Municipal Assembly (LaDMA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Land demarcation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) Office, Airport</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Land provision and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Biotechnology and Nuclear Agriculture Research Institute (BNARI), GAEC, Atomic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Land provision and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Environmental Health and Sanitation Unit, LaDMA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Regulate and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>International Water Management Institute (IWMI), Airport</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ghana Grid Company (GRIDCo), Tema</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Land provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA) Department, LaDMA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Regulate and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>MoFA Department, La Nkwantanang Madina-Municipal Assembly (LANMMA)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Regulate and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MoFA, Ga East Municipal Assembly (GEMA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Regulate and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MoFA Department, Tema Metropolitan Assembly (TMA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Regulate and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>School of Hygiene, Korle bu Teaching Hospital (KATH)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Land provision and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Data
There were differences in the number of farmers who were chosen per site and this was due to the exploratory nature of the study. This encouraged more interviews within specific sites as the narratives of the diverse experiences of these farmers unfolded. Based on this, sites where data collection started and had farmers who were willing to talk had a relatively higher number of farmers selected. At farmer number 29, the study had reached its saturation point; a stage where further farmer interviews did not add any relevant information to the data already obtained (Creswell, 2013). Similar to the selection of the farmers, the institutions were heterogeneously selected. The heterogeneity of these institutions was based on their core mandates, which were; those who are mandated to support UA and those who are not mandated to support UA. As indicated in Table 2, a total of 13 key informants were selected among nine institutions, departments and units.

All the institutional interviews were done in English. For the farmers, interviews which were not conducted in English were conducted in two local languages which were either ‘Twi’ or ‘GA’. All interviews were recorded electronically. Field notes were taken alongside as well (Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018). Each interview on the average lasted for 40 minutes. The secondary sources of data were policy documents which were the Food and Agriculture Sector Development Policy (FASDEP II) (MoFA, 2007); National Water Policy (Ministry of Works Housing and Water Resources (MWHWR), 2007); Medium Term Agriculture Sector Investment Plan (METASIP) (MoFA, 2010); the Ghana National Urban Policy Action Plan (Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA), 2011) and the National Irrigation Policy, Strategies and Regulatory Measures (MoFA, 2011).

2.4. Data Analysis

The interviews in English were transcribed and those in the local dialect were translated and transcribed at the same time. All transcriptions were done in “pure verbatim” protocol (Mayring, 2014) after which a final review was done before proceeding to the creation of codes and themes (Gibbs, 2013). With the support of Atlas.ti, a Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) (Cope, 2009), I followed (Venkatesh et al., 2016)’s four stages of content analysis in arriving at the findings. These are having a coding plan, formulating the codes, creating the themes and consolidating the themes which are in line with the objectives of the study. In the creation of the codes, I used initial, value and in vivo as my primary and later used focused and pattern as my secondary to arrive at the themes which answered the objectives of the study (Saldana, 2009; Miles et al., 2013). The content of the secondary data was also thoroughly analysed to augment the findings from the analysis of the primary data (King, 2004 in Saunders et al, 2009; Mayring, 2014). Among other things, the study took into account the nuances in the data collected and managed to teased out the right themes for the study. This methodology ensured a high
level of robustness in the data analysis and ensured the results obtained were consistent and reliable (Najmaei, 2016).

2.5. Ethical Issues

The necessary and required standards of ethics in research were followed (Saunders et al., 2009). The choice of the topic was not influenced by the funding institution of this research. Before collecting data, I went through all the required processes of the Ethics Committee for the Humanities (ECH) of the University of Ghana, Legon, the host institution for the research to gain ethical clearance. In gaining access to the farmers and institutions, there was no gatekeeper coercion. Besides, I applied the necessary ethical processes of privacy, voluntariness, anonymity, informed consent, confidentially and non-maleficence among others at every stage of the study where necessary.

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In analysing the roles of institutions that influenced urban farmers in the midst of intense urbanisation in GAMA, three main themes emerged. These were their roles in providing support to urban farmers, how the institutions acting as landlords related with the farmers and the challenges some of these farmers faced as users of some institutional lands.

3.1. Roles of Institutions Supporting Urban Farmers

The study looked at the changing and static roles of the governmental, non-governmental and inter-governmental institutions in supporting the activities of urban farmers in GAMA. Their roles included motivating and building capacity of farmers; collaborating, consulting and coordinating with stakeholders; promoting and influencing laws on good farm practices; and planning and regulating farmland use.

3.1.1. Motivating and Building Capacity of Farmers

Under this role, both the mandated and unmandated institutions were found supporting farmers in this direction. The unmandated institution was the School of Hygiene under KBTH. I found out that the support farmers enjoyed from these institutions was because they used their lands for farming. Those mandated were BNARI, IWMI and the MoFA departments and units. These institutions motivated and built the capacity of the farmers mainly through training. They also introduced farmers to new technologies through field trials. The land scarcity which to a large extent is caused by intense urbanisation has resulted in farmers using smaller lands and these institutions trained urban farmers in intensification so they can maximise their output on the small land sizes available to them. This is how a MoFA office expressed it:
“As a department, our main job is to impart knowledge in improved technologies to farmers. Our extension officers help them to use the right agronomy practices. If you are working on an acre of land…we try to put in measures that will help the farmer get most out of that”. (Mandated, MoFA Office of a Municipal Assembly, KII)

The FASDEP II for example spells out the role of government as a key player in the provision of extension services which ensure good agricultural practices to farmers, including urban farmers (MoFA, 2007, p.39). Notwithstanding this, it notes one of the key shortcomings of UA extension services to farmers is that it is mainly characterized by rural farming techniques (Drechsel et al., 2014b; Bancheva et al., 2013). In addition, there is also the fundamental problem of lack of proper training to urban farmers in specialised irrigation (Keraita and Cofie, 2014; Obuobie et al., 2014). Other studies have also shown that urban farmers have not been given the required support it needs in different cities in the world (Halloran & Magid, 2013; Mougeot, 2000; Armah-Klemesu & Maxwell, 1998). Notwithstanding that, some cities have evidence of the immense support government gives to farmers through training in innovative and modern ways of farming. Examples are in Mexico City, Copenhagen and London (Dieleman, 2017; Halloran & Magid, 2013; Garnett, 2000). Some of these supports come from non-governmental organisation as well (Halloran & Magid, 2013; Guénette, 2006; Campilan et al., 2001).

3.1.2. Providing Production and Marketing Logistics and Inputs

I realised that none of the unmandated institution directly supported urban farmers in this capacity. Mandated institutions that uniquely supported farmers in this direction were BNARI, which is under GAEC, and IWMI. BNARI specifically provided compost they have produced to farmers at a very low cost. Those who benefitted the most were the farmers who were found on the lands. IWMI provided clean water sources to farmers on their farm sites. All the other institutions who were mandated to support urban farmers in this direction continued to perform this role. As part of their mandate, they provided logistics that boosted the production and marketing effort of farmers even though not all of such institutions provided such immense support to the farmers. This crucial support provided the opportunity to these farmers to use these logistics at a relatively lower or no cost. This is how an inter-governmental organisation expressed it:

“…what the farmers were doing was that they were using the polluted water to wash vegetables on the farm before taking them to the market so, what we did was that we provided clean water (pipe-borne water) to some sites. They were at Plant Pool, Dzonwulu and Roman Ridge”. (Mandated, Inter-governmental Organisation, Key Informant Interviews (KII))
Farmers within GAMA like any part in Ghana are also given awards on Farmers' Day¹ for their contribution to food security in Ghana by the various departments and units of MoFA of the municipal assemblies. The support these various institutions give to the farmers is based on the fact that the latter faces several resource challenge use; key is water. They are interested in making sure the products farmers bring to the market are safe and have satisfied the highest hygienic standards. For example, IWMI has gone further to provide sales points for the marketing of vegetables produced by these farmers. Institutional support to many urban farmers through production and marketing have improved their incomes and livelihoods (Mougeot, 2000).

3.1.3. Collaborating, Consulting and Coordinating with Stakeholders

All the institutions who were mandated to support urban agriculture collaborated and coordinated with other institutions or farmers to develop UA in GAMA. For the institutions who were not mandated, they found themselves doing that because the farmers were using their lands. Examples are CSIR and School of Hygiene. They do this by having stakeholder engagements and organising training seminars for the farmers. For the mandated ones, their meetings involved other stakeholders and not the unmandated, in most cases. The meetings normally focused on the use of efficient and environmentally friendly farming technologies as well as improved strategies of marketing their produce. This is how an organisation expressed it:

“We have organised series of meetings here and there…We do not start from just engaging the farmers; we also look at the stakeholders who should be involved.” (Mandated, Inter-Governmental Organization, KII)

With respect to the existing policy documents on this role, MoFA in the FASDEP II and National Irrigation Policy documents appreciates the need to form collaborations with institutions and agencies who support farmers in the provision of services which concern the efficient use of technologies to farmers especially in the area of water use (MoFA, 2011 p.4; MoFA, 2007, p.39). In Ghana, it is in the literature that both government and non-government institutions work to promote UA activities through stakeholder consultations and collaborations (Drechsel et al., 2014a). In the city of Manilla for instance, the coordination and consultations in the support of urban farmers are more effective since the city authorities are more committed to it (Campilan et al., 2000).

¹A special holiday during every first Friday of December in Ghana dedicated to the work done by farmers nationwide. Not all the farmers receive awards though but almost every farmer gets a farm input.
3.1.4. Promoting and Influencing Policies and Laws on Good Farm Practices

For the mandated institutions, they all ensured farmers were embarking on good agricultural practices which centred on water use and soil tilling practices. Again, for the unmandated, I found the School of Hygiene was involved in this role even though it was ineffective and limited to the farmers on the KBTH land. These institutions made sure polluted water bodies were not used. They addressed these by making sure the right practices are followed. When I checked from the policy documents, the FASDEP II recognises the need for urban farmers to receive the right information concerning the use of the appropriate farming methods which encourages land and environmental sustainability (MoFA, 2007, p.31). The National Water Policy also demands the promotion and use of efficient technology and quality water for irrigation (Ministry of Works, 2007, p.18).

3.1.5. Monitoring Farm Practices and Setting Production Regulations

This was mainly done by the mandated institutions such as the Environmental Health and Sanitation Unit of the municipal assemblies but intermittently supported by the MoFA departments and some intergovernmental organisations such as IWMI. Unmandated institutions whose lands farmers were using such CSIR and School of Hygiene performed this role also even though the monitoring activities were not effective. The School of Hygiene at KBTH and CSIR at Airport for example focused on the activities of farmers on the KBTH and CSIR lands respectively. They did this by making sure farmers followed the Good Agriculture Practices (GAP) in vegetable farming. They helped farmers to comply with the set laws, rules and regulations that guided the activities of the farmers. They monitored the use of fertiliser and water to make sure farmers complied with the GAP standards. They do so by visiting their farms to monitor the quality of water, fertiliser or manure use. They sometimes take samples of water used to test the level of E. coli and other bacteria in them. This is how one of them expressed it:

“...we do a lot of work (studies) on the farms...we take various water samples from the various farms then we analyse them” (Mandated, Inter-governmental organisation, KII)

Even though these institutions are making efforts to ensure farmers adhere to GAP, it remains very difficult and largely ineffective. From the observations made on the field, the water farmers use is largely grey and untreated. Besides, studies on UA in GAMA have argued that the chemical use by farmers to a large extent is not effectively regulated (Keraita et al., 2014; Danso et al., 2014b). This situation is not only peculiar to GAMA but in other parts of the world (Mougeot, 2000). For example, Meenar et al. (2017) asserts that even though there are efforts to ensure the use of the right chemical standards in urban farming in the West, there are still loop holes in monitoring by formal institutions.
3.1.6. Planning and Regulating Farm Land Use

This is the main role of LUSPA and the Planning and Development Department of the metropolitan and municipal assemblies. In my interaction with these departments and institutions of government, they professed they regulated the use of lands for farming within GAMA. Among some of the actions they have taken are the prevention of private developers from taking farmlands and siting of illegal structures on farm lands. According to LUSPA, efforts have been made to rezone some areas in GAMA with the aim of making space to ensure urban farmlands are not used for residential and industrial purposes. In one municipality, this is what an officer in the department said:

“I can say that over the years we have been able to…redefine and rezone some of the lands, or perhaps stopped some of the (land encroaching) developments.” (Unmandated, Municipal Assembly, KII, July 2017)

These actions are supposed to be sustained according to the FASDEP II and METASIP documents; which promise government support to earmark lands for UA through the efforts of local authorities in the various urban areas of Ghana (METASIP, MoFA, 2010, p.42; FASDEP II, MoFA, 2007, p.30). Notwithstanding these provisions, the pressure on lands for residential and industrial purposes arising from urbanisation has resulted in the loss of lands earmarked for farming. This is due to land tenure complications and weak enforcement of policies and laws on farmland protection within GAMA (Owusu, 2013; Allen et al., 2014). This frustrates urban farmers who badly need lands to farm on and this forces them to find unused institutional lands though they are not intended for farming. Therefore, this role of land provision for urban farmers in GAMA has shifted to the government institutions who have lands to spare for mostly vegetable farming. Since they are the owners of majority of existing lands available for vegetable farming in GAMA, they indirectly protect the farmlands farmers use. Cities globally are having different experiences when it comes to land available for farming. Similar to GAMA in Ghana, cities in Pakistan in general are facing land availability challenges for UA (Peerzado et al., 2018). On the other hand, other cities such as Nairobi in Kenya, Gampaha in Nepal, Rosario in Argentina and Shanghai in China have lands allocated for UA and the city authorities to a large extent strictly adhere to them (Amerasinghe et al., 2011; Prain & Dubbeling, 2011; Guénette, 2006; Yi-Zhong & Zhang, 2000).

3.1.2. Policies of Institutions who serve as Defacto Landlords

The institutions and farmers made it clear there was no official agreement between them on the use of the lands and added the use of the land by these farmers is neither permanent nor guaranteed and can therefore be evicted at any time. The closest some of these institutions got with the farmers was a verbal
agreement. While some the farmers sought the permission of these organisations before using their lands, some did not. Even with those who sought for permission, there was no official agreement with them and their landlords (institutions). This is how one of the institutions expressed it:

“As for these farmers, we do not have any ‘agreement’ with them…but we admire what they are doing on our land.” (Unmandated, Government Organisation, KII)

3.1.3. Challenges Faced by Farmers from De facto Landlords

Since most of these farmers who have settled on the lands of these institutions do not have any other secured place to farm within the city and are forced to use these institutional lands, they have very limited rights when it comes to the use of the land. Some of the farmers complained they sometimes face eviction threats and verbal abuse from some staff of these institutions. Though very rare, the farmers reported some of the institutions sometimes do not wait for them to harvest their vegetables but destroy them when the institutions need the farmlands for physical projects such as office spaces and other buildings to expand.

“Oh yes, as for them…some of the staff are very difficult …some will mistreat you and warn you it is government institution land and if you stay there, you would build a (your own) house there. How can you build a house on a government land? (Anonymous Farmer, Personal Interview)

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Land has become a key resource to the survival of urban farmers in GAMA and its scarcity has caused these farmers to move to lands of institutions who are not mandated to support these farmers in the crop production. Based on this drift, new roles in the form of support to UA by these unmandated institutions have emerged. Even though these roles are crucial and essential, they are largely informal, uncertain and unsustainable. On the other hand, mandated government institutions continue to sustain urban farming in other ways through government policy and institutional frameworks even though they are also largely ineffective.

Even though institutions involved in supporting urban agriculture have evolved, UA within GAMA still receives support from institutions which are mandated. Government still sees UA as important contributor to food security and continues to make efforts to support it even though they are ineffective. Ghana currently does not have a comprehensive UA policy and this calls for short-, medium- and long-term strategies to address the challenges of these farmers. For the short-term, MoFA through the various Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies can be an umbrella that coordinates the activities of all
institutions that are involved in supporting UA in Ghana. This will present a more united front to address the loopholes and deficiencies in institutional activities in supporting UA in Ghana. In the medium and long term, government should have a comprehensive UA policy. As part of this policy, an Urban Agriculture Development Authority, a semi-autonomous body under MoFA which will coordinate and regulate all UA activities in Ghana should be formed. This policy must coordinate the production, marketing and spatial planning issues in UA. This will inure to the total benefit of farmers, sustain UA and promote food security in Ghana.
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